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Abstract
A general model of dynamic common agency with symmetric information is considered.
The set of truthful Markov perfect equilibrium payoffs is characterized and the efﬁciency
properties of the equilibria are established. A condition for the uniqueness of equilibrium
payoffs is derived for the static and the dynamic game. The payoff is unique if and only if the
payoff of each principal coincides with his marginal contribution to the social value of the
game. The dynamic model is applied to a game of agenda setting.
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1. Introduction
Common agency refers to a broad class of problems in which a single individual,
the agent, controls a decision that has consequences for many individuals with
distinct preferences. The other affected parties, the principals, inﬂuence the agent’s
decisions by promising payments contingent on the action chosen. The static model
of common agency under perfect information was introduced by Bernheim and
Whinston [4] as a model of an auction where bidders are submitting a menu of offers
to the auctioneer. Since then it has gained prominence in many applications, such as
procurement contracting, models of political economy [6,7], as well as strategic
international trade [9].
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In this paper, we examine the structure of dynamic common agency problems. The
extension of the model beyond the static version is of particular interest for
the applications above. Political choices are rarely made only once, and the
future implications of a current policy are often more important than its
immediate repercussions. If the politician and the lobbyists cannot commit to future
actions and transfers, a dynamic perspective is needed. Similarly, many procurement
situations involve staged development with bidding occurring at each stage of the
process.
The dynamic perspective also broadens the reach of common agency models.
Consider for example a dynamic matching problem where the employee works
in each period for at most a single employer, but may change employers over time.
In the language of common agency, the employee has only one principal in
each period. If human capital is acquired over time within jobs, then future
employers may have preferences over the current career choices of the employee.
Thus the intertemporal element introduces a more subtle aspect of common
agency to various allocations problems such as career choice and job matching
models.
We start our analysis with the static common agency model of Bernheim and
Whinston [4], who concentrated on a reﬁnement of Nash equilibrium, called truthful
equilibrium. A strategy is said to be truthful relative to a given action if it reﬂects
accurately the principals’ willingness to pay for any other action relative to the given
action. For the static game, we show that the truthful equilibrium payoff is unique if
and only if the marginal contributions of the principals to the value of the grand
coalition are weakly superadditive. We show that in such equilibria, all principals
receive their marginal contributions as payoffs. We call equilibria satisfying this
property marginal contribution equilibria.
The second part of the paper derives conditions for the existence of a marginal
contribution equilibrium in the dynamic framework. Since we assume that the
players lack commitment power over periods, the interplay between the payoffs
received at different stages of the game becomes important. The ﬁrst model we
analyze is perhaps the simplest of all dynamic common agency models and illustrates
the importance of changes in the stage game. This is a two-period game where in the
ﬁrst period, the agent chooses the available actions for the second stage. In the
second stage, the common agency game is played with the set of actions as
determined in the ﬁrst period. We refer to this game as the agenda game as the agent
initially determines the set of actions (agenda) from which the choice will be
eventually made. Depending on the context this may represent the choice of the
relevant policy alternatives by a political decision maker or the choice of the auction
format by an auctioneer, such as how different licenses or rights should be bundled
in a multi-unit auction.
The equilibrium payoff to the agent depends on the degree of competition between
the principals in the second stage. Since the competitiveness in turn depends on the
set of available actions, the agent is sometimes able to increase her second period
rent by excluding the efﬁcient action. This leads to an inefﬁciency in the overall game
unless we allow the principals to lobby the ﬁrst period choices of the agent as well.
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With lobbying in both periods, the overall efﬁciency is restored, but the payoff to the
agent is higher in the two-stage game than in the static game where the ﬁrst period
choice of actions is ignored. In the following sections, we show that the essential
features of the agenda game, in particular the aspect of intertemporal rent extraction,
carry over to a general model of dynamic common agency.
In the rest of the paper, we can be quite general in formulating the states of nature
governing the transitions between stage games. In particular, we can accommodate
deterministic as well as stochastic transitions between states. We require that
the current state depends only on the previous state and the previous action by
the agent. The former of these assumptions is not crucial to the argument
and is made to simplify the exposition. The second assumption is more substantial
and it is made to preserve the ﬂavor of the static model where the agent is the
only player that affects the utilities directly. We concentrate on Markov strategies
since we want to study the effects of changes in the stage game in isolation from the
effects created by conditioning on payoff irrelevant histories. In the spirit of
Bernheim and Whinston [4], we are particularly interested in truthful Markovian
policies.
We start by proving the existence of truthful Markov equilibria in the dynamic
model. As in the static case, all truthful Markov perfect equilibria of the dynamic
game are efﬁcient. The truthful equilibrium payoffs are also unique if and only if the
game possesses a marginal contribution equilibrium. We characterize the necessary
and sufﬁcient conditions for the dynamic game to have a marginal contribution
equilibrium in terms of the trade-off between efﬁciency and rent extraction for
the agent.
The papers that are the most closely related to the current paper are those
by Bernheim and Whinston [4], Dixit et al. [7] and Laussel and Le Breton [11],
(as well as [10]). Our paper extends the static model of common agency in Bernheim
and Whinston [4] to a dynamic setting. The second major point of departure is
our focus on marginal contribution equilibria as an interesting solution concept in
this class of games. Another recent extension of the basic model of common
agency may be found in [7], where the assumption of quasi-linear preferences
is dropped. Whereas the motivation for that extension is based on concerns
relating to the distribution of the payoffs within the single period of analysis, our
motivation is based on the distribution of payoffs between the players over time
when commitment is precluded. The work by Laussel and Le Breton analyzes the
payoffs received by the agent in a class of static common agency games. A recent
paper by Prat and Rustichini [14] extends the common agency game to many
common agents.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the common agency
model in its dynamic version. The notion of marginal contribution is introduced here
as well. Section 3 introduces the basic results for the static model of common agency.
Section 4 analyzes the agenda setting game. Section 5 presents the main results for
the dynamic common agency. The characterization of the truthful Markov perfect
equilibrium is given here and necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for its uniqueness
are stated as well.
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2. Model
2.1. Payoffs
We extend the common agency model of Bernheim and Whinston [4] to a dynamic
setting. The set of players is the same in all periods, but actions available to them as
well as payoffs resulting from the actions may change from period to period.
The principals are indexed by iAI ¼ f1; y; Ig: Time is discrete and indexed by
t ¼ 0; 1; y; T; where T can be ﬁnite or inﬁnite. In period 0; the agent selects an
action a0 from a ﬁnite set of available actions A0 ; and principal i offers a reward
schedule ri ða0 ÞARþ : The stage game may change from period to period and the
payoff relevant state of the world (in the sense of Maskin and Tirole [13]) in period t
is denoted by yt AY: For simplicity, we assume that Y ¼ fy1 ; y; yK g for some
KoN:1 In the spirit of Bernheim and Whinston [4], only the agent makes directly
payoff relevant choices in any of the periods. To that effect, we assume that the
transition function, qðytþ1 jat ; yt Þ is Markovian in the sense that the distribution of
the payoff relevant state in period t þ 1 depends only on the current action, at ; and
the current state yt : By setting h1 ¼ ðy0 ; a0 ; r0 ; y1 Þ; the histories for t41 in the game
are given by
ht ¼ ðht 1 ; at 1 ; rt 1 ; yt Þ;
where rt is the proﬁle of reward schedules in period t and
S at AAðyt Þ; the set of
available actions in state yt : For simplicity, we assume that yAY AðyÞ is ﬁnite. We
maintain the assumption made in the common agency literature that the principals
can commit in every period to the reward schedules.
The cost of action at in period t to the agent is given by cðat ; yt Þ: The beneﬁt to
principal i is vi ðat ; yt Þ; which may again depend on yt : After a history ht the aggregate
reward paid by a subset of principals SCI for an action at is
X
ri ðat ; ht Þ;
rS ðat ; ht Þ9
iAS

and the aggregate beneﬁts for the principals are
X
vi ðat ; yt Þ:
vS ðat ; yt Þ9
iAS

For S ¼ I; the aggregate rewards and beneﬁts are denoted by rðat ; ht Þ9rI ðat ; ht Þ
and vðat ; yt Þ9vI ðat ; yt Þ; respectively. Without loss of generality we shall assume that
vi ðat ; yt ÞX0 and cðat ; yt ÞX0 for all at and yt : We also assume the existence of a
(default) action at AAt ðyt Þ such that cðat ; yt Þ ¼ 0 for all yt :
All players maximize expected discounted value and their common discount factor
for future periods is dAð0; 1Þ:
1

The only place that uses this ﬁniteness assumption is the existence proof in Section 5. Under
appropriate continuity properties for state transitions, more general state spaces can be incorporated as
well. An example with a continuous state space is the job matching model given in an earlier version of this
paper.
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2.2. Social values
With transferable utility between the agent and the principals, Pareto efﬁciency
coincides with surplus maximization. The value of the socially efﬁcient program is
denoted by
W ðyt Þ9WI ðyt Þ;
and the value of the efﬁcient program with a subset S of principals and the agent is
denoted by WS ðyt Þ: These values are obtained from a familiar dynamic programming equation:
WS ðyt Þ ¼ max EfvS ðat ; yt Þ
at AAðyt Þ

cðat ; yt Þ þ dWS ðytþ1 Þg:

The efﬁcient action for the set S in state yt is denoted by aS 9aS ðyt Þ and for the entire
set I; it is a 9aI ðyt Þ: The value of a set of ﬁrms I \S is similarly denoted by
W S ðyt Þ:
The marginal contribution of principal i is deﬁned by
Mi ðyt Þ9W ðyt Þ

W i ðyt Þ:

ð1Þ

The marginal contribution of a subset of principals SCI is by extension
MS ðyt Þ9W ðyt Þ

W

S ðyt Þ:

ð2Þ

The marginal contribution of a set of principals S measures the increase in the total
value to the grand coalition which results from adding the set S of principals. We
emphasize that for all social values WS ðyt Þ the agent is always implicitly included in
the set S of principals, whereas for all marginal contributions MS ðyt Þ; the agent is
always excluded from set S:

3. Static common agency
3.1. Equilibrium characterization
This section presents the equilibrium concept and new characterization results for
the static common agency game. As we discuss the static model here, the state
variable yt is omitted in this section. The basic model and the equilibrium notions
were ﬁrst introduced by Bernheim and Whinston [4].
A strategy for principal i is a reward function ri : A-Rþ by which the principal
offers a reward to the agent contingent on the action chosen by her. The net
beneﬁt from action a to principal i is ni ðaÞ9vi ðaÞ ri ðaÞ: The vector of net beneﬁts
is nðaÞ ¼ ðn1 ðaÞ; y; nI ðaÞÞ and the aggregate beneﬁts for a subset S is
P
nS ðaÞ9 iAS ni ðaÞ: The net beneﬁt to the agent is given by rðaÞ cðaÞ:
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Deﬁnition 1 (Best response).
1. An action a is a best response to the rewards rð Þ if
aA arg maxða0 Þ

cða0 Þ:

a0 AA

2. A reward function ri ð Þ is best response to the rewards r i ð Þ; if there does not exist
another reward function r0i ð Þ and action a0 such that
vi ða0 Þ

r0i ða0 Þ4vi ðaÞ

ri ðaÞ;

where a and a0 are best responses to ðri ð Þ; r i ð ÞÞ and ðr0i ð Þ; r i ð ÞÞ; respectively.
Deﬁnition 2 (Nash equilibrium). A Nash equilibrium of the common agency game is
an I-tuple of reward functions fri ð ÞgIi¼1 and an action a such that ri ð Þ and a are best
responses.
Bernheim and Whinston suggest that the focus be put on a subset of the Nash
equilibria where all strategies satisfy an additional restriction, called truthfulness.
Deﬁnition 3 (Truthful strategy).
(1) A reward function ri ð Þ is said to be truthful relative to a if for all a0 AA; either
(a) ni ða0 Þ ¼ ni ðaÞ; or,
(b) ni ða0 Þoni ðaÞ; and ri ða0 Þ ¼ 0:
(2) The strategies ffri ð ÞgIi¼1 ; ag are said to be a truthful Nash equilibrium if they
form a Nash equilibrium and fri ð ÞgIi¼1 are truthful strategies relative to a:
The main result of Bernheim and Whinston [4] describes the set of truthful
equilibrium payoffs as follows.
Theorem 1 (Bernheim and Whinston). A vector nARI is a vector of net payoffs for
some truthful equilibrium if and only if
1. for all SDI;
X
ni pMS ;

and

iAS

2. for all iAI; there exists an SDI such that iAS and
X
nj ¼ M S :
jAS

Using these (in-)equalities, Bernheim and Whinston [4] prove that all truthful
equilibria are efﬁcient and coalition-proof. Next we provide an additional
characterization of the set of truthful Nash equilibrium payoffs for the static
game.
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Deﬁnition 4 (Marginal contribution equilibrium). A marginal contribution equilibrium of the common agency game is a truthful Nash equilibrium with ni ¼ Mi
for all i:
In other words, all principals receive their marginal contribution to the social
welfare as their equilibrium net payoff in a marginal contribution equilibrium. The
following theorem characterizes the games that have marginal contribution
equilibria and their truthful equilibrium payoffs.
Theorem 2 (Existence and uniqueness).
1. A marginal contribution equilibrium exists if and only if
X
8SDI;
Mi pMS :

ð3Þ

iAS

2. The truthful Nash equilibrium payoff set is a singleton if and only if the game has a
marginal contribution equilibrium.2
3. If MS is superadditive:
8S; T; S-T ¼ |; MS þ MT pMS,T ;

ð4Þ

then the truthful equilibrium is unique.
Proof. See appendix.

&

Condition (3) requires that the sum of the marginal contributions of each principal
iAS to I is less than the marginal contribution of the entire set S to I: Condition (3)
is referred to as weak superadditivity of the marginal contributions. Superadditivity
condition (4) is a sufﬁcient condition for (3) and it agrees with (3) if jIj ¼ 2: Laussel
and LeBreton [11] give the following equivalent form of the sufﬁcient condition (4).
If for 8S; TCI; such that S-T ¼ |;
W pW

S

þW

T

W

ðS,TÞ ;

then the truthful equilibrium is unique. This is, however, not a necessary condition
for uniqueness.

4. Agenda setting
The static common agency model is almost exclusively a game among the
principals. The outcome of the bidding game decides which of the feasible actions
the agent should pursue. As the agent herself is made a take-it-or-leave-it offer, her
2
The truthful Nash equilibrium is also unique in a generic set of games. To see that this cannot be
always the case, consider an example where I ¼ f1; 2g; A ¼ f1; 2g; cðaÞ ¼ 0 for all a; ui ðaÞ ¼ v if a ¼ i
and ui ðaÞ ¼ 0 if aai for iAf1; 2g: The set of truthful equilibria for this game is r1 ¼ r2 ¼ v; aAf1; 2g:
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strategic role in the game is minimal, and under truthful bidding strategies, she will
indeed select the socially efﬁcient action.
In this section, we change the static common agency minimally by allowing the set
of actions available to the agent to be endogenous. More precisely, we allow the
agent to set the agenda in the initial period by selecting a subset of the exogenously
given set of feasible actions. In the subsequent period, the principals bid on the
actions in the selected subset. In order to preserve the spirit of the common agency
game, we allow the principals to inﬂuence the selection in the initial stage. The
resulting game, referred to as agenda setting game, extends over two-periods and is
arguably the minimal extension from a static to a dynamic problem of common
agency. The initial choice has no direct payoff consequences for any player and with
no discounting between the periods, the set of feasible payoffs in the agenda game is
the same as in the static common agency game.
The game proceeds as follows. In period 0; each principal bids on the subset A
chosen by the agent from the set of feasible actions, A: The agent receives a reward
ri ðAÞ from principal i if she selects the subset A for the second stage. The choice of A
is costless to the agent and has no immediate payoff consequences for the principals.
The eventual choice of the agent in period 1 is, however, restricted to the subset A:
The payoffs in period 1 game are as in the previous section.
This simple model is sufﬁcient to introduce the conceptual difference between
static and dynamic common agency. By selecting an action today, the agent can
change the nature of competition among the principals tomorrow. The agent prefers
early stage actions that increase competition between the principals and therefore
give rise to higher equilibrium payoffs to the agent in the later stage. In general, the
socially optimal action does not have to be included in the subset of actions that
maximize the equilibrium payoff to the agent in the ﬁnal stage. Since the principals’
future payoffs are reﬂected in their bid schedules in the initial period, the agent faces
a trade-off between efﬁciency and rent extraction in period 0:
The set of available actions in the initial period is the set of all subsets of A; or 2A :
As we want to focus on the interaction between period 0 and period 1 outcomes, we
assume that a marginal contribution equilibrium in period 1 exists for all subsets A:
The payoffs in period 1 then given directly by their marginal contribution relative to
the set A and by the residual rent for the agent. For this purpose, let
WS ðAÞ9 max fvS ðaÞ
aAA

cðaÞg;

and
MS ðAÞ9W ðAÞ

W

S ðAÞ:

By assumption, every set A induces a marginal contribution equilibrium in the
second
stage with payoffs given by Mi ðAÞ for principal i and by W ðAÞ
P
iAI Mi ðAÞ for the agent. By backward induction, we may then take the
equilibrium payoffs tomorrow as the gross payoffs associated with the selection of
set A today and analyze the agenda game as a single-period common agency game
with the payoff structure as just deﬁned. This intertemporal structure suggests a
recursive notion of marginal contribution. The social value the set S of principals
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can achieve jointly with the agent is denoted by
(
)
X
b S 9 max W ðAÞ
Mi ðAÞ :
W
AA2A

ieS

It is a recursive notion as it incorporates the fact that every principal outside of S will
be able to claim his marginal contribution in the future. The recursive contribution of
a set S of principals is then deﬁned as
b S 9W
b
M

b
W

S:

b S with W S ; where the former is social value of set I\S in the
When we compare W
static game, we observe that they differ as the contribution of the set S in the static
game is computed directly from the payoffs, whereas in the agenda game, it is
b;
computed from the (future) marginal contributions. It is easy to verify that W ¼ W
b i ; and Mi ¼ M
b i ; but the equalities do not hold in general for other SDI:
W i¼W
The discrepancy arises as the contributions of the coalitions are now computed on
the basis of their equilibrium continuation payoffs rather than their gross payoffs. In
P
b S oMS :
particular, if iAS Mi oMS ; then M
The agenda game can now be analyzed as a static game of common agency. The
ﬁrst result is that all truthful equilibria of the agenda game are efﬁcient. As all
subsets A which include the efﬁcient action a permit the realization of the efﬁcient
surplus tomorrow, the equilibrium choice of A is not unique, but rather includes all
subset which include a : Denote by A the set of all such subsets:
A ¼ fAA2A ja AAg:
Whether each principal gets his marginal contribution, which is his equilibrium
payoff in the static common agency game, depends on the ability of the agent to
structure the agenda to her advantage.
Theorem 3 (Agenda game).
1. Every truthful equilibrium of the agenda game is efficient: AAA ; a ¼ a :
2. The following three statements are equivalent:
(a) the agenda game has a marginal contribution equilibrium;
(b) for all SDI:
X
b i pM
bS
M

ð5Þ

iAS

(c) for all ADA and all SDI:
X
W ðAÞ
Mi ðAÞXW ðAÞ
iAS

Proof. See appendix.

&

X
iAS

Mi ðAÞ:

ð6Þ
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Condition (2b) in Theorem 3 is the familiar condition of superadditivity, but now
stated in terms of the recursive contributions for the agenda game. Of more interest
is the equivalent condition (2c). The inequality fails to hold if there exist subsets A
and S such that
X
X
W ðAÞ W ðAÞo
Mi ðAÞ
Mi ðAÞ:
ð7Þ
iAS

iAS

Observe ﬁrst that a subset A which satisﬁes this inequality cannot be an element of
A : If it were the case that AAA ; then W ðAÞ ¼ W ðAÞ; and moreover
Mi ðAÞpMi ðAÞ: The last inequality holds as a strict subset ACA reduces the
choice set and therefore the social values display in general WS ðAÞpWS ðAÞ; and in
particular, W i ðAÞpW i ðAÞ: In consequence, the marginal contribution of i
satisﬁes Mi ðAÞXMi ðAÞ as long as AAA :
Consider therefore a set AeA and relative to this set A; partition the set of
principals into two groups, with
S ¼ fiAIjMi ðAÞ4Mi ðAÞg;
and its complement, S c :
S c ¼ fiAIjMi ðAÞpMi ðAÞg:
If inequality (7) is to hold for the set A and some set S 0 ; then it certainly holds for the
set S as just deﬁned. By the truthfulness of the equilibrium strategies, all principals
iASc ; bid for agenda A in such a way that they are indifferent between agenda A and
A: In consequence, the agent acts as if she were the residual claimant after conceding
surplus to all principals in the set S: In other words, she acts as if she were to
maximize the joint objective of all principals outside of S and her private objective.3
Hence if (7) holds, there exist sets AA2A and SCI; such that the efﬁciency losses
caused by the restriction to A are smaller than the increase in the rent extraction
from the subset S of principals.
Yet, in the truthful equilibrium of the agenda game, agenda and action choice will
be efﬁcient. But the option to increase rent extraction tomorrow allows the agent to
extract more surplus from the principals than she could in the static game. The next
corollary identiﬁes the principals who will see a decrease in their equilibrium payoff
due to the possibility of agenda setting by the agent. It sufﬁces to describe the payoffs
associated with A ¼ A; as truthfulness implies that for all A; A0 AA ; the net return
for each principal is constant, or
Mi ðAÞ

ri ðAÞ ¼ Mi ðA0 Þ

ri ðA0 Þ;

and we recall that Mi ðAÞ ¼ Mi : The characterization of the equilibrium transfers
follows directly from the properties of static equilibrium established in Theorems 1
b i and M
b S:
and 2, after using the recursive notion of marginal contribution, M
3

A different line of argument, based on the notion of coalition-proof equilibrium, would lead to the
same conclusion.
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Corollary 1 (Equilibrium payoffs in agenda game). The equilibrium transfers
fri ðAÞgiAI have the properties:
P
b S;
1. 8S; iAS ðMi ri ðAÞÞpM
P
b S:
2. 8i; (S s.th. iAS and jAS ðMj rj ðAÞÞ ¼ M
Notice the close analogy of properties 1 and 2 to the characterization of static
b S oMS in some games, property
payoffs in Theorem 1. Note, however that since M
(2) of Theorem 1 does not hold in general.
The equilibrium transfers in the initial period are such that the superadditivity of
the net payoffs is maintained in the agenda game. If principal i does not belong to
any subset S of principals for which the agent’s gain in rent extraction exceeds the
efﬁciency losses, then i receives his marginal contribution and offers no rewards to
the agent for keeping the choice set unrestricted, or
X
b S ) ri ðAÞ ¼ 0:
8i; such that 8S with iAS;
Mj p M
jAS

On the other hand if a subset S exists where rent extraction would be sufﬁciently
increased by an inefﬁcient restriction of the agenda, then in equilibrium the
principals belonging to the set S; have to jointly provide transfers so as to make the
agent indifferent between A and an inefﬁcient agenda A0 eA ; or
X
b S ; (iAS; ri ðAÞ40:
8S; such that
Mj 4 M
jAS

The preceding results are illustrated by a simple example. There are two principals,
1 and 2: The agent can choose among three actions A ¼ fa; b; cg at zero cost. The
actions a and b are most favored by principals 1 and 2; respectively, whereas the
action c represents a compromise. The gross payoffs are (with slight abuse of
notation):
v1 ðaÞ ¼ a;

v1 ðbÞ ¼ 0;

v1 ðcÞ ¼ c;

v2 ðaÞ ¼ 0;

v2 ðbÞ ¼ b;

v2 ðcÞ ¼ c:

and

The ranking of the payoffs is aXb4c40; and the social payoffs are ranked
2c4aXb: The static common agency has a unique equilibrium in which the efﬁcient
action c is selected and supported by the equilibrium transfers r1 ðcÞ ¼ b c
and r2 ðcÞ ¼ a c: However, by excluding the compromise from the set of
available actions, the agent could extract a larger rent from the principals. Indeed,
inequality (6) fails to hold for A ¼ fa; bg and S ¼ I: In the agenda game,
the principals therefore have to lobby the agent to keep the compromise c on
the agenda. In consequence, their transfers in period 0 have to be large enough
to make the agent forego the sharper conﬂict between the principals. This requires
that
r1 ðAÞ þ r2 ðAÞ ¼ 2c

a:
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The sharing of the burden to maintain c as a feasible solution is subject to the
participation constraints:
M1 ðAÞ

r1 ðAÞXM1 ðfa; bgÞ ¼ a

M2 ðAÞ

r2 ðAÞXM2 ðfa; bgÞ ¼ 0:

b;

and

The ability to set the agenda then allows the agent to extract higher rents, b rather
than a þ b 2c: Remarkably, the differential value of setting the agenda increases as
a decreases, or as the competition between 1 and 2 intensiﬁes.

5. Dynamic common agency
The agenda game introduced some of the new aspects of the common agency game
which arise in a dynamic setting. In this section we present the main results for a
general dynamic model of common agency. The equilibrium of the dynamic game is
deﬁned in Section 5.1, where we also prove its existence. The general characterization
is given in Section 5.2, and necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for the uniqueness of
the truthful equilibrium are given in Section 5.3.
5.1. Truthful equilibrium
In the dynamic game, a reward strategy for principal i is a sequence of reward
mappings
ri : At  Ht -Rþ
assigning to every action at AAt a nonnegative reward, possibly contingent on the
entire past history of the game. A strategy by the agent is a sequence of actions over
time
I

jAt j

at :  R þ
i¼1

 Ht -At ;

depending on the proﬁle of reward schedules in period t and history until period t:
Strategies that depend on ht only through yt are called Markov strategies. Since our
main objective in this paper is to analyze how changes in the stage game inﬂuence the
strategic positions of the players, we restrict our attention to Markov equilibria.
Under this modeling choice, behavior cannot depend on payoff irrelevant features of
the past path of play. Notice also that as yt depends on at ; but not directly on rt ; the
principals inﬂuence the future state of the world only through inducing different
choices by the agent.
The expected discounted payoff with a history ht for a given sequence of reward
policies r and action proﬁles a is denoted by V0 ðht Þ for the agent and Vi ðht Þ for
principal i: When a and r are Markov policies, then the values are given by V0 ðyt Þ
and Vi ðyt Þ if the state is yt in period t: In this context, EVi ðat ; yt Þ represents the
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expectation of the continuation value in period t þ 1 if in period t the action was at
and the state was yt : While the transition from yt to ytþ1 may be stochastic, we shall
omit the expectations operator E½  for simplicity and all values are henceforth
understood to represent expected values.
Deﬁnition 5 (Markov perfect equilibrium). The strategies fri ðat ; yt ÞgiAI and
aðrð Þ; yt Þ form a Markov perfect equilibrium (MPE) if
1. 8yt ; 8r0 ð Þ; aðr0 ð Þ; yt Þ is a solution to
max fr0 ðat ; yt Þ

cðat ; yt Þ þ dV0 ðat ; yt Þg;

at AAt

2. 8i; 8yt ; there is no other reward function r0i ðat ; yt Þ such that
vi ða0 ; yt Þ

r0i ða0 ; yt Þ þ dVi ða0 ; yt Þ4vi ða; yt Þ

ri ða; yt Þ þ dVi ða; yt Þ;

where a and a0 are best responses to ðri ð Þ; r i ð ÞÞ and ðr0i ð Þ; r i ð ÞÞ; respectively.
Truthful strategies are deﬁned as in the static game by the property that they
reﬂect accurately each principal’s net willingness to pay. The major difference to the
static deﬁnition is that the allocation relative to which truthfulness is deﬁned is now
an action at and a state yt : The intertemporal net beneﬁt ni ðat ; yt Þ of an allocation at
in the state yt is the ﬂow beneﬁt vi ðat ; yt Þ ri ðat ; yt Þ and the continuation beneﬁt
dVi ðat ; yt Þ:
ni ðat ; yt Þ9vi ðat ; yt Þ

ri ðat ; yt Þ þ dVi ðat ; yt Þ:

ð8Þ

With this extension to the dynamic framework, the deﬁnition of a truthful (Markov)
strategy and an associated MPE in truthful strategies is immediate.
Deﬁnition 6 (Truthful (Markov) strategy).
1. A reward function ri ðat ; yt Þ is truthful relative to ða; yt Þ if for all at AAðyt Þ;
either:
(a) ni ðat ; yt Þ ¼ ni ða; yt Þ; or,
(b) ni ðat ; yt Þoni ða; yt Þ; and ri ðat ; yt Þ ¼ 0:
2. The strategies fri ð ÞgIi¼1 and aðrð Þ; yt Þ are an MPE in truthful strategies if they
are an MPE and fri ð ÞgIi¼1 are truthful strategies relative to aðrð Þ; yt Þ:
With this deﬁnition at hand, we can prove the existence result for our solution
concept.
Theorem 4. A Markov perfect equilibrium in truthful strategies exists.
Proof. See appendix.

&

The proof runs along familiar lines in games with discounted payoffs. In the ﬁrst
step, the existence of an MPE in truthful strategies is proved for ﬁnite games. In the
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second step, it is shown that because of continuity at inﬁnity, the limit of ﬁnite
equilibria forms an equilibrium in the inﬁnite game. As the limit of ﬁnite equilibria
may still depend on calendar time, we also provide an independent proof, suggested
by Michel LeBreton, to prove the existence of a stationary MPE in the inﬁnite
horizon game.
5.2. Characterization
The characterization of the set of truthful equilibria relies as in the static model on
the marginal contribution of each principal. The marginal contribution of principal i
is, as deﬁned earlier,
Mi ðyt Þ9W ðyt Þ

W i ðyt Þ:

ð9Þ

We are now in a position to develop the recursive argument sketched in the agenda
game to its full extent. The recursion developed in the agenda game can be extended
from terminal payoffs to arbitrary continuation payoffs. By the principle of
optimality, this allows us to show in the next theorem that all truthful equilibria
have to be efﬁcient. To this effect, we deﬁne W ðyt jat Þ to be the social value of the
program which starts with an arbitrary and not necessarily efﬁcient action at ;
but thereafter chooses an intertemporally optimal action proﬁle. Similarly, let
Mi ðyt jat Þ9W ðyt jat Þ W i ðyt jat Þ:
If the equilibrium continuation play is indeed efﬁcient, the distribution of the
surplus along the equilibrium path can also be determined recursively by the
sequence of residual claims the agent can establish. The maximal value the agent and
a subset I\S of principals can achieve along the equilibrium path is obtained by
selecting at so as to solve
(
)
X
dVi ðat ; yt Þ :
ð10Þ
max W ðyt jat Þ vS ðat ; yt Þ
at

iAS

The net value nS ðyt Þ of the set S of principals in truthful equilibrium must then
satisfy the following inequality in every period:
(
)
X
nS ðyt ÞpW ðyt Þ max W ðyt jat Þ vS ðat ; yt Þ
dVi ðat ; yt Þ :
at AAt

iAS

By relating the equilibrium continuation values Vi ðyt Þ recursively to the marginal
contributions Mi ðyt Þ; we obtain the following:
Theorem 5 (Efﬁciency).
1. All MPE in truthful strategies are efficient.
2. For all SDI;
X
Vi ðyt ÞpMS ðyt Þ:
iAS

ð11Þ
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&

An important qualiﬁcation for the efﬁciency result is the participation issue which
did not arise in the static game. For the equilibrium to be efﬁcient, it has to be the
case that every principal i who might realize some nontrivial payoff vi ðat ; yt Þ at some
future time t; participates in the game in all periods t prior to t: For if he were absent
in some period, the agent and the remaining principals would only seek to maximize
their current and future payoff, and fail to internalize the impact of their decision on
principal i: For the same reason, the theorem cannot accommodate a change in the
identity of the agent, unless of course the sequence of agents would have perfectly
dynastic preferences. The efﬁciency failure with varying participation is related to
the observation made in Aghion and Bolton [1], where the collusion between
an incumbent and a buyer against a potential future entrant may result in welfare
losses.
In the static game, there is an additional result relating the equilibrium payoffs to
the marginal contributions. For every i; there is a set S; with iAS such that the joint
equilibrium payoff of the set S of principals equals their marginal contribution, or
X
Vj ¼ M S :
ð12Þ
jAS

The analysis of the agenda game in the previous section provided an example of a
dynamic environment where the above equality failed to hold for every i: As the
principals lobbied to keep the option of a compromise open, neither a single
principal nor the principals jointly could realize their marginal contribution.
While the focus of our analysis is on the efﬁciency and the existence of a unique
truthful equilibrium, Bernheim and Whinston [4] also gave a complete description of
the set of equilibrium payoffs in the absence of a unique marginal contribution
equilibrium. The characterization relied on a set of inequalities relating the social
payoffs of various subsets of principals (see their Theorem 2). For all ﬁnite horizon
games, such as the agenda game discussed in the previous section, a straightforward
recursive extension of their inequalities would give a similar characterization for
dynamic games.
5.3. Marginal contribution equilibrium
The intertemporal aspects of the game weakens the position of the principals as
neither an individual principal nor any group of principals can receive their marginal
contribution in general. In this section, we give necessary and sufﬁcient conditions
for a marginal contribution equilibrium to exist. A marginal contribution equilibrium
is a Markov perfect equilibrium in truthful strategies where the payoff of each
principal coincides with his marginal contribution, or for all i and all yt ;
Vi ðyt Þ ¼ Mi ðyt Þ:
The previous efﬁciency theorem already indicated that the weak superadditivity of
the marginal contributions Mi ðyt Þ remains a necessary condition in the dynamic
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game as the inequality
X
Vi ðyt ÞpMS ðyt Þ;
iAS

can only hold with Vi ðyt Þ ¼ Mi ðyt Þ if indeed
X
Mi ðyt ÞpMS ðyt Þ:
iAS

However the agenda game already illustrated that it cannot be a sufﬁcient condition
anymore. The analysis of the agenda game also suggested that if a marginal
contribution equilibrium is to exist, then the current decision by the agent should not
be biased too strongly by her interest to depress the future shares of the principals
relative to the shares along the efﬁcient path. Since the agent is the residual claimant
after the principals receive their marginal contribution, a formal statement of this
requirement is that the social loss from a deviation from the efﬁcient policy exceeds
the loss in the marginal contributions of the principals, or 8at AAðyt Þ; 8SDI:
X
ðMi ðyt jat Þ Mi ðyt ÞÞ:
W ðyt jat Þ W ðyt Þp
iAS

Recall that W ðyt jat Þ is the social value of the program which starts with an arbitrary
action at ; but thereafter chooses an intertemporally optimal action proﬁle, and it
follows that W ðyt jat Þ W ðyt Þo0 for all at aa :
Theorem 6 (Marginal contribution equilibrium). The marginal contribution equilibrium exists if and only if
X
ðMi ðyt Þ Mi ðyt jat ÞÞpW ðyt Þ W ðyt jat Þ; 8at ; 8yt ; 8S:
ð13Þ
iAS

Proof. See appendix.

&

Inequality (13) can be directly interpreted as the trade-off between rent extraction
and efﬁciency gains. The lhs of the inequality describes the opportunities of the agent
to extract additional rents from the principals by deviating from the efﬁcient path,
whereas the rhs describes the social losses associated with such a deviation. The rent
of the agent here is not due to informational asymmetries, but rather to the changing
nature of the competition between the principals. In the case of a repeated common
agency game, condition (13) reduces to the condition of weak superadditivity of the
marginal contributions in the static game as the transition from period t to t þ 1 is of
course independent of the action chosen in period t:
The equilibrium characterization by the inequality is particularly useful in
applications. Since all values entering the inequality can be obtained from
appropriate efﬁcient (continuation) programs, the inequality can be established
independently of any equilibrium considerations. As efﬁcient programs are in
general easier to analyze than dynamic equilibrium conditions, the technique
suggested here may be usefully applied to a wide class of dynamic bidding models. In
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an earlier version of this paper [3a] we analyzed a job-matching model with n ﬁrms.
The value of the match between the worker and any of the ﬁrms is initially uncertain
and the issue is whether equilibrium wages can induce intertemporally efﬁcient
matching. The technique developed here, and in particular the theorem above
allows us to prove efﬁciency and characterize the equilibrium payoffs. Earlier work
on this class of models by Bergemann and Välimäki [2] and Felli and Harris [8] could
prove efﬁciency without the use of the common agency framework only for
two ﬁrms.
In a recent contribution Bergemann and Välimäki [3b] show how the equilibrium
argument for spot prices rather than menus can be extended to many ﬁrms by using
the marginal contributions as value functions in the dynamic programming
equations.
A reformulation of the rent extraction inequality (13) provides a link between the
static and the dynamic conditions for the existence of a marginal contribution
equilibrium. For any state yt deﬁne:
(
)
X
b
dMi ðat ; yt Þ
MS ðyt Þ9W ðyt Þ max W ðyt jat Þ vS ðat ; yt Þ
at AAt

iAS

as the recursive contribution of a subset S of principals. For all singleton subsets, we
b i ðyt Þ; but in general the equality fails to holds for sets S with a
have Mi ðyt Þ ¼ M
cardinality exceeding one. The main difference between the marginal contribution,
b S ðyt Þ; is the different treatment of the
MS ðyt Þ; and the recursive contribution, M
continuation value associated with a subset S: While MS ðyt Þ attributes the entire
b S ðyt Þ attributes only
future marginal contribution of coalition S to its members, M
the sum of individual marginal contributions. These two notions are equivalent if
and only if the marginal contributions arePadditive. Likewise, if the marginal
contributions are (strictly) superadditive, or iAS Mi ðyt ÞoMS ðyt Þ; then using the
b S ðyt ÞoMS ðyt Þ: We obtain necessary and
deﬁnition given above, one can show that M
sufﬁcient conditions for a marginal contribution equilibrium more in the spirit of the
static condition as follows:
Corollary 2. A marginal contribution equilibrium exists if and only if 8yt ; 8S:
X
b i ðyt ÞpM
b S ðyt Þ:
M

ð14Þ

iAS

Proof. See appendix.

&

The disadvantage of condition (14), when compared to the rent extraction
inequality, is that it is based on two nested optimization problems rather than a
single one based entirely on the social value of the program. An immediate
implication of the reformulation in terms of the recursive contribution is that the
relation between the uniqueness of the truthful equilibrium and the marginal
contribution equilibrium is still valid in the dynamic game.
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Corollary 3 (Uniqueness). A MPE in truthful strategies is unique if and only if it is a
marginal contribution equilibrium.
As the marginal contribution equilibrium is by deﬁnition a truthful equilibrium,
the ‘if ’ part of the corollary states that if there is a marginal contribution then it is
also the unique MPE in truthful strategies.

6. Conclusion
This paper considered common agency in a general class of dynamic games with
symmetric information. By focusing on Markovian equilibria, a detailed characterization of the equilibrium strategies and payoffs was possible for this class of games.
As in the static analysis by Bernheim and Whinston [4], the link between truthful
strategies and the social value of various coalitions was central in obtaining the
results. In the dynamic context the link is even more valuable. The continuation
payoffs which determine the current bidding strategies, are themselves endogenous
to the equilibrium and hence of little help in determining the equilibrium strategies.
In contrast, the marginal contributions are deﬁned independently of equilibrium
considerations.
As in the static game, a connection can be made between the truthful equilibria
and coalition proof equilibria. It is relatively straightforward to extend the notion of
coalition-proof equilibrium period by period in a ﬁnite horizon game. The notion
becomes a bit more problematic in an inﬁnite horizon model. We refer the reader to
the previous version of this paper [3a] for a minimal notion of coalition proofness in
an inﬁnite horizon model.
We restricted our analysis to symmetric information environments. Bernheim and
Whinston [4], however, observed that in the static context with two bidders for a
single good, the principals net payoffs are equivalent to the equilibrium net payoffs
of the Vickrey–Clarke–Groves mechanism with incomplete information. In this
paper, we showed that in fact whenever the principals receive their marginal
contribution, their equilibrium net payoff is equal to the Vickrey–Clarke–Groves
payoff. This suggests that the techniques presented here could possible be extended
to sequential allocation problems with asymmetric information, or more generally,
dynamic efﬁcient mechanism design problems. In this context, it should be noted
that the case of private information for the principals is distinct from the analysis of
Bernheim and Whinston [5], Martimort [12] or Stole [15], where moral hazard or
adverse selection is due to a better informed agent.
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Appendix
P
Proof of Theorem 2. (1) (if) Suppose that iAS Mi pMS : Set ni ¼ Mi for all i; and
by hypothesis nS pMS : Thus the vector n ¼ ðn1 ; y; nI Þ satisﬁes the condition of
Theorem 1 and hence a marginal contribution equilibrium exists.
(only if) Suppose ni ¼ Mi is the net payoff for every principal i in a truthful Nash
equilibrium.
Then by Theorem 1.1, the sum of the net
P
P payoffs have to satisfy for all
S; iAS ni pMS : But as ni ¼ Mi ; this implies that iAS Mi pMS :
(2) (if) By part 1 of this theorem,
P the existence of a marginal contribution
equilibrium is equivalent to: 8S;
iAS Mi pMS : In a marginal contribution
equilibrium we set ni ¼ Mi for all i; and by hypothesis nS pMS : Thus if there were
to be a different equilibrium payoff vector n ¼ ðn1 ; y; nI Þ; there would have to be a
subset S such that 8i; iAS; ni oMi ; as ni pMi has to hold by Theorem 1.1. But
notice that the decrease in the equilibrium net payoff for all i in some subset S does
not permit the increase of any other nj ; jeS; as nj ¼ Mj is a binding constraint and
hence the uniqueness of the payoffs follows. By the deﬁnition of a truthful strategy,
this also determines uniquely the equilibrium strategies.
P
(only if) We prove the contrapositive. Suppose for some SDI; iAS Mi 4MS ;
then we show that the equilibrium net payoff vector cannot be unique. The proof is
by construction using the greedy algorithm. Deﬁne n1 9M1 ; and in general,
nk 9

min

fSjkAS4SDf1;2;y;kgg

MSk ;

where
MSk 9MS

X

nj :

jAS\k

It can be veriﬁed that the induced allocation fn1 ; n2 ; y; nI g is an equilibrium
allocation with, by hypothesis, ni0 oMi0 ; for some i0 41: Consider next a permutation
s : I-I such that i0 /1: By applying the greedy algorithm to the new ordering, we
again obtain an equilibrium allocation, but clearly nsði0 Þ ¼ Msði0 Þ ; which is distinct
from the previous allocation.
(3) It is enough to prove that (4) is a sufﬁcient condition for (3). Consider sets
S; TCI; and suppose that (4) holds, then we have for any S1 ; S2 CS; S1 -S2 ¼
|; S-T ¼ |;
MS1 þ MS2 pMS ;
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and thus
MS1 þ MS2 þ MT pMS,T :
As we continue to split up S and T until we have singleton sets consisting of single
principals on the left-hand side, we obtain
X
Mi pMS,T ;
iAS,T

which completes the claim.

&

Proof of Theorem 3. (1) The efﬁciency of the action choice a ¼ a in period 1 is
immediate if AAA : By assumption every AA2A induces a unique truthful
equilibrium in period 1: By backward induction, we take the continuation payoffs
following an agenda choice A to be the static payoffs in period 1 associated with
agenda A: In consequence we can analyze the game in period 0 as a static common
agency game with the action set being the set of all possible agendas, 2A : By
Theorem 2 of Bernheim and Whinston [4], it then follows that AAA :
(2) By backward induction and the uniqueness of the continuation payoffs
in period 1; the equilibrium net payoffs are decided by the choice of an agenda
A in period 0: The gross payoffs in period 0 can then taken to be Mi ðAÞ and
P
b
W ðAÞ
iAI Mi ðAÞ: By the deﬁnition of MS ; the necessary and sufﬁcient condition
for a marginal contribution equilibrium of Theorem 2, can then be written as 8SDI;
P
b
b
iAS Mi pMS :
P
b S ¼ W ðAÞ maxAA2A fW ðAÞ
b i ¼ Mi ðAÞ; and M
As we have M
iAS Mi ðAÞg;
we can in turn write the inequality (5) as
(
)
X
X
W ðAÞ
Mi ðAÞX max W ðAÞ
Mi ðAÞ ;
iAS

AA2A

iAS

and since the rhs has to hold for all AA2A ; the equivalence between (5) and (6)
follows directly. &
Proof of Theorem 4. The existence of a truthful MPE for ﬁnite horizon games
follows from the existence result in [4] by backwards induction.
Consider next the case of T ¼ N: The existence of a truthful MPE follows by a
limiting argument from the case of ToN along the lines of Maskin and Tirole [13].
Unfortunately, the equilibrium thus obtained may fail to be in stationary strategies
and it could be time dependent. As a result, we prove the existence of a stationary
equilibrium directly without using the previous result. For this, we need some
preliminary deﬁnitions.
Let A be an arbitrary ﬁnite action set and denote an arbitrary static common
agency game on the action set A by G; with
G ¼ fI; fvi ðaÞgiAI;aAA ; fcðaÞgaAA g:
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For the static common agency game G; deﬁne WG ðSÞ as follows for all SDI:
(
)
X
WG ðSÞ ¼ max
vi ðaÞ cðaÞ :
aAA

iAS
I

Let WG ¼ ðWG ðSÞÞSDI and thus WG is a vector in R2 1 : Let V ðWG Þ ¼
ðV0 ðWG Þ; y; VI ðWG ÞÞ be the vector of net payoffs for the agent and the principals,
where the payoffs for the principals satisfy the Bernheim–Whinston inequalities and
the payoffs are obtained by the greedy algorithm deﬁned in the proof of Theorem 2
for the order
P 1; 2; y; I: The payoff for the agent is then deﬁned by V0 ðWG Þ ¼
WG ðIÞ
iAI Vi ðWG Þ:
Lemma 1. The mapping V : R2

I

1

-RIþ1 is continuous.

Proof. The greedy algorithm assigns payoff
V1 ðWG Þ ¼ WG ðIÞ

WG ðI\f1gÞ

to i ¼ 1: This is clearly continuous in WG : Since
Vi ðWG Þ ¼ WG ðIÞ

Sij¼11 Vj ðWG Þ;

WG ðI\f1; y; igÞ

an inductive argument establishes continuity for all i: The continuity of the agent’s
payoff follows similarly. &
Next suppose that we augment the ﬁxed static payoff functions cðaÞ and vi ðaÞ; for
agent and principals respectively, with a nonnegative vector l ¼ ðl0 ; l1 ; y; lI Þ and
deﬁne
cða; lÞ ¼ cðaÞ

l0 ;

and
vi ða; lÞ ¼ vi ðaÞ þ li :
Let GðlÞ denote the resulting common agency game parametrized by l:
Lemma 2. The mapping l-WGðlÞ is continuous in l:
Proof. Since

(

WGðlÞ ðSÞ ¼ max
aAA

X

)
vi ða; lÞ

cða; lÞ

iAS

for all SAI; the continuity property follows from the theorem of the
maximum. &
The role of the additive term l in the next step is to represent the continuation
values in a dynamic common agency game. To see this consider next K different
common agency games, denoted by Gk for every state yk ; with kAf1; y; Kg: We
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assume that the action set A does not depend on y;4 and that the payoffs are
parametrized by a matrix
v ¼ ½vi ðyk Þ0pipI;1pkpK :
The gross payoffs in the common agency game Gk are deﬁned by the following
payoff functions:
v0 ða; yk ; vÞ ¼

cða; yk Þ þ d

K
X

qðyk0 ja; yk Þv0 ðyk0 Þ;

k0 ¼1

vi ða; yk ; vÞ ¼ vi ða; yk Þ þ d

K
X

qðyk0 ja; yk Þvi ðyk0 Þ;

8i ¼ 1; y; I;

ðA:1Þ

k0 ¼1

where qðyk0 ja; yk Þ are the state transition probabilities deﬁned earlier. The payoff
functions in all of these games are clearly continuous in v: For every given matrix v
we can then look at the net payoffs of the common agency game Gk as described for
Lemma 1 by V ðWGk Þ:
Lemma 3. The mapping F : RðIþ1ÞK -RðIþ1ÞK defined by
FðvÞ ¼ ðV ðWG1 Þ; y; V ðWGK ÞÞ
is continuous in v.
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 1 and 2.

&

Finally observe that the image under the mapping F of the hypercube, where the
later is deﬁned by


vi ða; yk Þ ðIþ1ÞK
0; max
d
fi;k;ag 1
is contained in the hypercube itself, or
! 



vi ða; yk Þ ðIþ1ÞK
vi ða; yk Þ ðIþ1ÞK
F 0; max
:
C 0; max
d
d
fi;k;ag 1
fi;k;ag 1
Hence FðvÞ satisﬁes the conditions for Brouwer’s ﬁxed point theorem and we have:
Lemma 4. There is a v such that v ¼ FðvÞ:
Thus the proof of the theorem is complete if we can show that v is a truthful and
stationary Markov perfect equilibrium payoff of the dynamic game. Observe that by
the construction of F and the payoff functions vi ða; yk Þ for 1pipI and v0 ða; yk Þ; all
strategies obtained in the construction of the truthful equilibria of the Gk game are
4
This is without loss of generality since the action set for each state could always be taken to be the
union of all possible actions where the payoffs to the actions not available at that state are assigned
arbitrarily large negative payoffs.
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stationary Markovian as well as truthful for all yAY and furthermore there are no
proﬁtable one-shot deviations in the dynamic game. As the dynamic game satisﬁes
continuity at inﬁnity, this is sufﬁcient for establishing that v is indeed a truthful
stationary Markov perfect equilibrium payoff of the dynamic game. &
Proof of Theorem 5. (1) By the assumption of Markovian strategies, the
continuation values for the agent and the principals depend only on the action at
inducing the transition from yt to ytþ1 : This implies by Theorems 2 and 3 of
Bernheim and Whinston [4] efﬁciency.
(2) The equilibrium value function Vi ðyt Þ of principal i are required to satisfy the
following set of equalities, 8i;
(
)
I
X
Vi ðyt Þp max vðat ; yt Þ cðat ; yt Þ þ
dVk ðat ; yt Þ
at

k¼0

(
max v i ðat ; yt Þ
at

)
dVk ðat ; yt Þ ;

ðA:2Þ

kai

and inequalities 8SDI;
(
X
Vi ðyt Þp max vðat ; yt Þ
at

iAS

cðat ; yt Þ þ

X

cðat ; yt Þ þ

at

)
dVk ðat ; yt Þ

k¼0

(
max v

I
X

S ðat ; yt Þ

cðat ; yt Þ þ

X

)
dVk ðat ; yt Þ :

ðA:3Þ

keS

Since all truthful equilibria are efﬁcient by part 1 of this theorem, we have the
identity:
(
)
I
X
W ðyt Þ ¼ max vðat ; yt Þ cðat ; yt Þ þ
dVk ðat ; yt Þ :
at

k¼0

Next we argue by contradiction. Suppose inequality (11) does not hold for some S;
but inequalities (A.2) and (A.3) are still satisﬁed. Then there (e40 such that
X
Vi ðyt Þ MS ðyt Þ4e;
ðA:4Þ
iAS

and a fortiori
W ðyt Þ

(
max v
at

S ðat ; yt Þ

cðat ; yt Þ þ

X

)
dVk ðat ; yt Þ

MS ðyt Þ4e:

ðA:5Þ

keS

Since the inequality in (A.5) holds for the maximizing at in (A.5), it has to hold for
a S as well, so that (A.5) may be rewritten in this instance as
X
dW ða ; yt Þ
dVk ða S ; yt Þ dW S ða ; yt Þ þ dW S ða S ; yt Þ dMS ða ; yt Þ4e;
keS

ðA:6Þ
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and since
dW ða ; yt Þ ¼ dW

S ða



; yt Þ þ dMS ða ; yt Þ;

it follows from (20) that
X
Vk ða
W S ða S ; yt Þ

S ; yt Þ4

keS

e
;
d

which is equivalent to
X
e
Vi ða S ; yt Þ MS ða S ; yt Þ4 :
d
iAS
But by repeating the argument, which we started at (A.4), it then follows that the
equilibrium value for the set S of principals increases without bound along some
path ðyt ; ytþ1 ; yÞ which delivers the contradiction as the value of the game is
ﬁnite. &
Proof of Theorem 6. It sufﬁces to show that fMi ðyt ÞgiAI satisfy the following set of
equalities, 8i;
(
)
I
X
dVk ðat ; yt Þ
Mi ðyt Þ ¼ max vðat ; yt Þ cðat ; yt Þ þ
at

k¼0

(
max v i ðat ; yt Þ
at

)
dVk ðat ; yt Þ ;

ðA:7Þ

kai

and inequalities 8SDI;
(
X
Mi ðyt Þp max vðat ; yt Þ
at

iAS

cðat ; yt Þ þ

X

cðat ; yt Þ þ

at

)
dVk ðat ; yt Þ

k¼0

(
max v

I
X

S ðat ; yt Þ

cðat ; yt Þ þ

X

)
dVk ðat ; yt Þ ;

ðA:8Þ

keS

if and only if the inequalities represented by (13) hold. By hypothesis Vk ðat ; yt Þ ¼
Mk ðat ; yt Þ for all k40: For notational ease, we omit that at is restricted to at AAðyt Þ:
We start with the set of equalities (A.7). Since all truthful equilibria are efﬁcient by
Theorem 5 we have the identity:
(
)
I
X
dVk ðat ; yt Þ :
W ðyt Þ ¼ max vðat ; yt Þ cðat ; yt Þ þ
at

k¼0

Consider next the term
(
max v i ðat ; yt Þ
at

cðat ; yt Þ þ

X
kai

)
dVk ðat ; yt Þ ;
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which can be written as
maxfv i ðat ; yt Þ
at

cðat ; yt Þ þ dV ðat ; yt Þ

dMi ðat ; yt Þg ¼ W i ðyt Þ;

where the equality follows from the deﬁnition of the marginal contribution in (1)
and hence the equality in (A.7) is satisﬁed. Consider next the set of inequalities
(A.8)
(
)
X
X
Mi ðyt ÞpW ðyt Þ max v S ðat ; yt Þ cðat ; yt Þ þ
dVk ðat ; yt Þ :
ðA:9Þ
at

iAS


keS



If for any set S; a S ¼ a ; it follows that
X
X
Mi ðyt Þ d
Mi ðat ; yt Þ ¼ vS ða ; yt Þ;
iAS

iAS

and hence the set as an aggregate is not making any net contributions to I\S; and
(A.9) is satisﬁed. Suppose next that a S aa ; then (A.9) is equivalent to
(
)
X
X
Mi ðyt ÞpW ðyt Þ max W ðyt jat Þ vS ðat ; yt Þ
dMi ðat ; yt Þ : ðA:10Þ
at

iAS

iAS


Since the inequality has to hold for the action a S which maximizes the payoff inside
the braces, it follows a fortiori that the inequality has to hold for an arbitrary action
at : Then we may write (A.10) as
X
X
Mi ðyt Þ vS ðat ; yt Þ
dMi ðat ; yt ÞpW ðyt Þ W ðyt jat Þ;
iAS

iAS

or equivalently
X
ðMi ðyt Þ

Mi ðyt jat ÞÞpW ðyt Þ

W ðyt jat Þ;

iAS

which completes the proof.

&

Proof of Corollary 2. It is sufﬁcient to show the equivalence between (13) and (14).
Starting with (14), we can write the inequality as
(
)
X
X
W ðyt Þ
Mi ðyt ÞX max W ðyt jat Þ vS ðat ; yt Þ
dMi ðat ; yt Þ :
iAS

at

iAS

As
Mi ðyt jat Þ ¼ vi ðat ; yt Þ þ dMi ðat ; yt Þ;
it follows that
W ðyt Þ

X
iAS

(
Mi ðyt ÞX max W ðyt jat Þ
at

X

)
Mi ðyt jat Þ :

ðA:11Þ

iAS

As inequality (13) has to hold for all S and all at ; it has to hold in particular for the
maximand of the rhs of (A.11), which establishes the result. &
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